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Having it on tier 2 now, did I have to ask Memento to get it to tier 3 or did it just take a while? I mean, I'm not that far away in his story, but so far he's tried to use the ghost thief's name to steal donated money and fuck. He even had fewer bugs than Ryouji (who is forgiven because he is a brother). Do you have a confidant you hate? Page 2 16 comments It's
December 10, I made every momentos request that became available, and Mishima hasn't shown it for more than a month. No sign of him. Did I screw something up? If so, do I really have to do another playthrough 100 hours to get Sandalphon? It is necessary for Metatron, which is necessary for Lucifer, which is necessary for Satanael.EDIT: To clarify, it is
at rank 9.EDIT 2: Just in case someone runs through this with the same problem, he gave me a new request after completing the palace of Shido on the 13th. I finished it, I had a massage, and then it showed up. Page 2 10 comments Hi friends, I'm currently on tier 8 with Mishima and I just unlocked The Palace of Sae. Will I be able to hit tier 10 with him,
despite not doing the souvenir quests for part-time work? I didn't think it would matter, so I only worked the one bowl of beef to unlock the sun. Thanks for the help! :) I vaguely remember hearing that these two confidants (Yoshida and Mishima respectively) level up every time you can spend time with them, regardless of the answers to the dialogue you give
them. Is that true? If that's true, does that mean it doesn't matter how many of these blue music notes things you get with them, and you don't need to worry about having to bring an arcane character even with them? The reason I ask is because I want to spend time with Yoshida, but I don't have a sun character and I'm in a difficult money situation, so if I
don't need to buy one from the velvet room that would be good. Page 2 8 comments Ok, so I made all the requests from Mishima, but I'm still stuck on tier 9. However, I only have 4 days left to complete Shido's palace. So is it anyway I can still max my relationship with Mishima or do I have to start the game again? Page 2 3 comments Page
2i.redd.it/5ia6b5... Seriously, if there's one thing I want to p5r, that's it. My biggest problem with Mishima's path of confidence is the fact that the game hates him and wants you to hate him too. And this often results in having no choice but to be a dick to him, several times, even before he could Of course I can understand it later in the way when it does bad,
but like... Akechi is treated with more respect, and I love Akechi, but he is even worse than Mishima of several kilometers, it is a murder. At worst, Mishima is an abused and hurtful child who probably needs years of therapy that goes on a bit of a power trip, and what he does is wrong, yes, but still not so bad, especially in terms of what the other characters in
the game do. It starts and an entire site for thieves, by itself, working to exhaustion. For God's sake, he has a friend, or something like that. It's a little sickening bc while his confidant ends up feeling like you exploit him and his gratitude to you for actually saving his life. Let me be nice to him and, when he goes on this power journey, tell him he's better than
that while talking him down. Tl;dr- Stop having the game try to force you to be a dick to Mishima and let us be nice to him. Is the confident road from Mishima/Tora to Royal still the same as in the basic game where you ranked each time, even without a Moon/Sun Character? Persona?
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